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What I've Lear-ned 
Chris Hutchins 
It's been about losing and loving, 
college. 
About dates with Jim Beam 
and regretting it in the morn ing. 
It's been about reconci ling 
childhood fat jokes and mistrust, 
and letting go of the molten haired 
I worc 
as a caped crusader. 
It's about picking the splinter 
out army eye 
and seeing 
resumes, awards, dipl omas 
don ' t make you a man. 
They don" make you anything. 
It 's not where you live 
it 's how you live. 
That whispered to me 
as I smoked, shivering, on the porch. 
It's been about being brave, 
wearing my grandmother's chann, 
and weeping 
realizing the past 
IS 
just 
that. 
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New York White 
Jason Flahardy 
. The voice says; "Mark your answers carefully. It is 
very Imp?rtant 10 ge~ them right. Follow the instructions for 
each sectIon. Color 10 the dots indicating your answers 
Sloppiness wi ll inval idate your tests. Any questions? Good 
You may begin." . 
Multiple Choice (circle only one) 
Question I. 
Which describes best how you are feeling all the time? 
A. A burning house. 
B. A pair of worn leather boots. 
C. Thirteen laughing mon keys. 
D. A half-remembered movie. 
"Di.d I ever lell you ahoulthe New York White?" he 
asked, hol~mg the needle up 10 the light and fl ic king it along the 
cle~r plastIC b~lTel. I shook my head no as I walched a sperm-
w~lIe pearl ofmsulin fly off. "Didn ' t I?" he asked, and frowned 
with the orange cap of the needle clamped down hard in his 
teeth. "Well, anyw~y," h~ began, while swabbing with rubbing 
a.lcoh~~ th~ fi sh-whIte sWIpe of stomach peeking from under 
lifted I-shirt. I cou ld see a leopard-skin of dime-size bruises 
connect-a-dotted by thick streich-marks deep in the surface of 
the skin. I shuddered and looked away. 
The ~ust I kicked up from squirming on the faded couch 
floated lazy m the hard shafts of light streaming through the 
~ Iosed blinds. I heard him grunt and J knew the needle had gone 
m. I looked back as he capped the needle and threw it ac ross the 
room to the garbage can. He missed and it landed in a pile with 
Ihe rest. Every week or so he would sweep up the need les and 
a~cohol swabs and syringe wrappers and leave them in a discreet 
pile on top of the rest of the garbage fo r the dorms. 
. Hi s r~om was wet and hot. He dropped the insulin 
bottle 1010 a zIppered sandwich bag bulging with half-me lted 
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'ce-ice that he caged off me and the semi-cute honors student 
:cross the hall while he tried to get up enough cash to pay off his 
lectricity bill . Before he figured out the sandwich bag, he had ~n sinking the boule in the tank of his toilet to keep it cool. 
His donn room stank from a pound of hamburger he had 
forgotten about down in the cri sper drawer when the power went 
off. He'd have it back on whcn his check wcnt through. I hoped 
that would be soon- I was sick of li stening to him bitch about 
the TV being off and coming over to my room to watch those 
damn game shows that go on forever and ever. 
"So anyway, l've been reading about the New York 
While. Now ask yourself: What happens when the cops come a 
knockin ' and a hollerin ' and a kick in ' at your door when you 
and your buddies got a fat bag out and y'all are just puffin ' 
away? You set up a designated flushcr--one man stumn ' and 
dumpin ' and somebody el se manning Iha handle-shoosh, 
shoosh-over and over. All that pot goin' down the drain . 
Didn ' t ya ever wondcr what happen to all that weed? I mean, 
it's gotta go somewhere, right? Well , I hear tell that it gets in 
the sewers and grows up down there in all the floating turds and 
rotting dogs. It grows up tall and lush into super-powered-V8-
turbo-mega-pot, and dead white it is 'cause it don't get no sun . 
Now there's a score for a man 10 take-coupla pounds of that 
pure New York White and the likes of me and you would be set 
up good and tight!" 
Multiple Choice 
Question 16. 
What best describes what happens when you lose your 
temper? 
A. Your emotions roll in like storm clouds. 
B. The world goes red . 
C. Your emotions sncak up behind you. 
D. The world goes black . 
I just stared at him. He had rockcd baek in his 
chair- face suffused with quiet joy- thinking, I guess, of a fat 
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joint of dead white mutant marijuana, indianajonesed from th 
depths ~fthe. se".'ers, .sw~et smoke curling around his head. Ie 
~sked him, di sdain dnpplng from my voice, "How the fuek doe 
II grow down there with no sun?" S 
. . "II don't need sun no more. Chemicals and shit fuck d 
with II. Hell, maybe it grows in the light that comes down fr e 
sewer grates or storm drains." am 
"What about workers that go down there all the time 
when the sewers ~re fucked up? Why isn ' t the fron t page of 
every newspaper In the country screamin' about mutant POt?" 
'.'Easy. The workers are keepin ' it for themselves. They 
thought It was so good that they all decided to keep it one big 
secret. They's the ones that probably got the whole rumor go ' 
around about it in the first place." 109 
"Don ' t they drug lest 'em?" 
. "Sure they do, but the city government ain' t gain ' ta tell 
~o stoTl.es of super-mutant-sewer_pot. They'd have every crazy 
I~ the c l ~Y and five surroundi n' slates divin' the sewers day and 
mg.ht;-hke those guys that are always pOisoning themselves 
ealin whatever mushroom they can find growin' in a cow-pie. 
How many peop le would get down in them sewers and get eat 
by an alligator?" 
"There ain ' t no alligators in the sewers- that's just a 
myth- an urban legend." 
''That 's OK. Don ' t believe me. One of these days the 
sewers are gonna back up and dump a coupla thousand alligators 
out on the eity streets. Then you come back to me talkin' about 
urban legends. You gonna have' gators biting the tires offa cabs 
and gobblin' down babies and shit- then you ' ll see." 
'" suppose they'll be all twanked out on the super-pot 
when they come oUlla the sewers, right?" 
"Shit no! That 'd be silly!" 
Truc!False 
Quest ion 46: The voices on the radio always belong there. 
Question 47: God loves everyone equally. 
Question 48; It is wrong for a starving man to steal bread. 
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"So what do you want to do with all thi s knowledge?" I 
d I va~ amused and frightened and just plain tired of his aske . \ dh kn h ( hemes and plans. I shaul ave own w at was grea sc . 
'ng but I asked for It anyway. 
cornl 'Ue said, "Let's go find the New York White." 
"Now, you' ve lost it. How the hell we gonna get down 
in the sewers? You gonna get kicked outta school if you don ' t 
rt going to class and get to work . The semester's almost over sta F . " d we' ll be going home soon. 'orget It. 
an "No man, we can really do it. The New York White is 
right under our feel, man. We just gotta have the balls to go get 
it:' 
"' fhavin' ball s means doin' dumb shit like erawlin ' 
around in a sewer aOer non-existent mutant pot, then fine- I 
have no ball s. There, I've admitted it. I'm going back to my 
room. Call me when you get your power back on and stop 
smokin ' and drinkin ' up the checks your parents send you for 
ultilities and food and for chrissakes take a shower." The door 
slammed itself on tight springs as I walked out. He knew I 
wasn' t all that mad. When I got back to my dorm room the 
phone was ringing. It was him; "We got to go and find the New 
York While. Nothin' else has gone right this semester and I 
want to get the legend." 
I said, "But that 's just what it is, dammit- a legend!" 
" I know, that 's why we have to find it." 
TruelFalse 
Question 64: The pol ice only do what people want them to do. 
Question 65: I feel that the people around me know the real 
me. 
Question 66: Everyone gets what they deserve in the end. 
There do come times in your life where causal links 
break down- where events can not bc traced back to their 
origins- where B has nothing to do with A. I sat on the 
sidewalk, at 3:30 in the morning, holding a rope tied around hi s 
waist as he climbed down a manhole, feet and hands slipping on 
the wet, fetid rungs of a metal ladder going down the shaft into 
I I 
the sewer proper, and wondered how I gOllhere. 
We decided to go at nighl. We borrowed what We 
needed from the obscenely healthy and robust guy that I' d 
down the hall in the donn . He let us have 3n old rappelll,ve 
d r h mg rope 
an a S31Cty amcss that he cou ld no longer fi t around h' h 
volJeyballlhighs. We scrounged up flashl ights and galo~~ uge, 
of the janitor 's closet. es Out 
I remembered Ihal the deci sion to go was, of COUrse 
fu.eled by beer and more beer- and then we steeled ourselv~s 
with m~re beer before going. He was drinking so much Ih t h too~ a little exira j~sulin . When we drank th is much he W:Uldc 
be sick for days, hiS eyes wobbling in and out of focus as h' 
blood s~gar yo·y~d. his insatiable diabetic thirst keeping ~:m 
up all mghl, runmng to the bathroom, then to the fridge. His 
check had come through from his mom and dad the pow 
bk ' erWas ac on, the beer bought and pa id for . 
He had been b~gg i~g me abo.ut the New York White for 
a few days by then. HIS ~,'nn and excitement had infected me I 
knew that what he rea lly wanted was one lasl adventure befo;e 
he went .home for the summer. He might not make it back next 
year. HIS parents were running out of money to keep him in 
New York, a?d he hated the c ity anyway. He could never get 
u~ed to sleepmg through ~he sirens that wai l banshee all night. 
HIS hea lth ~as, anothe: thmg. He didn't walch himself carefully 
enough- <hdn t lest ~IS blood every day-didn ' t eat right. 
When I fi nally told him I wou ld do it- know ing fu ll well we 
wou.ld drown or be arrested- the joy in his eyes was li ke that of 
a child. The rest was a blur. 
Multiple Choice 
Question 17. 
Which best describes the world? 
A. A planet revolvi ng around the sun . 
B. A home for a ll living th ings . 
C. A place where God lests mankind. 
D. A prison for the unworthy. 
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I fi It the tug al my waist when he fell again and it nearly 
d : into the manhole. I heard his giggle bubble up. I 
dragS de 1 mghing myself. A few people walked by and no one 
slarte au k · f · " · 
1 ked at me funny. New Yor IS a town a milmle even 00 f· h h· k 
·b·I·, ·es Two drunk Oul-O -towners wit IC accents 
poSSI II I . . h ·ddl fh · h d ' 
I· around in the scwers m I e ml e a I e mg t oesn t craw 109 l" k ' Ion the radar scope of concern lor a New Vor cr. It s 
even ge h . d ' W 
not that they' re tolera~t-t ey Just on t eka~e . cha~e nho, 
robbing, raping, beggmg for money: or pu 109 on I elr s ocs; 
they are happy that we occupy our time so wel l. I felt the rope 
ga,·n He called my name and lold me to come on down. I tug a . . 
threaded the rope through the top rung of the ladder and chmbed 
down. . 
The smell . Dear God, the smell. It was hke a rolten egg 
the size of a Buick shit out o~ a cow's ass into a swimmi~g pool 
full of rancid milk and greemng beef. I started to gag- hie beer 
rising. I swallowed hard an~ tied a handkerchief a~ound my face 
like I was going to rob a tram and swung my flashhght around. 
Harold was bent over and vomiting- gouls of it firehosing a 
narrow walkway that ran along the wall . He had crossed the 
stream of steaming sewage that ran between us. 
I said, "You OK?" 
He said, "What do you th ink? Shil no, l ain ' t all right. 
Gel that light outta my face !" 
I swung the light away and into the sewage stream. 
Chunks or nothing I wanted 10 know anything about floated by. 
He called my name, "Bob, throw me the rope." 
I jerked hard on Ihe dangling end and the rope flipped 
down, landing on my face and slidi ng off the edge of the 
walkway into the water. I had heavy rubber gloves and still the 
ropes felt too greasy in my hands to work with as I gathered it 
up and threw an end 10 Harold . He said, "Come on across. 
There 's a shallow part in Ihe middle to step on." lie sounded 
funny, like a duck, what with the handkerchief on hi s face. 
I stepped down into the stream, fe lt for my fOOling and I 
was in the midd le with two or three inches of sewage swirling 
around my galoshes. Harold held out a hand . As he pulled me 
up I fe lt something solid hit my foot. It knocked me down and I 
pulled Harold off his ledge and we went in, the both of us sitting 
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down hard, soaking in the sewer stream. 
Harold screamed obscenities. I screamed obscenities I 
had sat down on whatever had tripped me. It moved OUI from' 
under me quick and was gone . 
Muhiple Choice 
Question 40. 
What is the meaning of "A new broom sweeps clean?" 
A. New brooms have better bristles, so they sweep beuer. 
S. A fresh viewpoint removes confusion. 
C. O ld brooms arc useless and shou ld be discarded. 
D. O ld opinions aTC dirty. 
We got back up on that ledge and Harold was pissed and 
soaked and I was pissed and soaked and he was more 
determined to fi nd that New York White then ever and I was 
morc convinced than ever that all I wanted to do was go home 
take shower a fter shower aOcl shower and never speak to Harold 
ever again . He said, "Come on," and jerked at the rope that we 
had ~oubled and tied to each other. We couldn't get separated 
and Ifone drowns we both drown he said . I nodded. The beer 
and the experience was wearing off and wearing th in . His blue 
eyes above the handkerchief were as bright as ever in the dim 
flashlight of the sewer. 
" I know," he said, "that New York White can' t be far 
from ?ere. It ' ll be everything that we ever wanted." My 
flashll.ght c~ught a dead cat as it floated by. I tugged the rope to 
show I~ to him and therefore what J thought of his stupid 
obseSSIOn, but when I looked back, it was gone. A wadded 
handfu l ofioltery tickets he saw instead . "Winners, I' m sure," 
he grunted, and moved on. 
After an hour or so, I wasn ' t sure how long J had been in 
the sewers. All my li fe maybe. He was talking in an ever 
increasing clip: "We' re gonna go round a comer and there it 's 
gonna be. Nine feet tall and the stalk ' Ulook like the trun k of an 
oak saplin ' ! I gonna light one up right here in Iha sewer ifmy 
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apers arc still dry. I haven't checked 'cause I don ' t want to be ~isappoinled . We' ll go back home and we ' ll have the weirdest 
pot in the land! W.e got to be real ~arcful with the seeds. Gonna 
find me a big plot 10 one of those httle caves that are all over my ~nc1e 's place and grow a helluva crop. State police never find a 
one of 'em with their helicopters! Pretty soon Harold and Bob's 
pot'll take over the land! The land, son! The land!" 
There came a g low ahead after a while. He grew to a 
fever pitch. "There it is! That ' s the right kind of glow, I tell 
you! The right kind of glow! 'fit 's down here, it 's there! Right 
there! " He began moving faster through the tunnel, the beam of 
his flashlight bouncing around, playing on the sewer stream 
beside us. As ' tried to keep up, I heard a splash. I stopped and 
put my flashlight right in the water. A large, white a ll igator 
hi ssed. It sat perfectly still . The flashlight beam made its large 
pupils-big round as a lemon- squeeze down to pin·points. I 
opened my mouth to scream and was thrown down as Harold 
took up the rest of the slack in the line. 1 heard him land in the 
water. 
The last question on the test is essay. I am supposed to 
write it on a separate piece of paper. The question is very 
simple: "Write down as clearly as possible why you arc here." 
It won 't be hard for me, l have told this SIOry a lot. Getting 
quite good at it by now. 
The guy in front of me- who can only have one hand 
free (0 write with because he likes to take his free hand and pick 
holes in hi s skin to Jet the bugs out- raises his hand and asks, 
"How long will we have?" That is the question he always asks. 
The voice says: "Take as long as you like. When you 
arc finished, raise your hand and the orderlies will take you back 
to your room." 
That was two hours ago and I am the last one len in the 
large white room. I will write my last line and go back to my 
room. This is always my last line: 
Harold saw the New York White and so did I. 
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Opryland Theme Park 
K. J. Martin 
After closing J walk the fake cobblestones 
Bluegrass, Western themes, and Marching songs 
blaring from the bushes. 
Roars orthe Cannonball 
the Chaos 
the Delta Demon 
and the Old Mill Scream echo 
just above the plastic iron lampposts. 
The mingling smell of garbage juice, 
carameled granny smith apples, 
purpled cotton candy, 
And melting icc cream Dip-n-Dots 
surround the candle-makers shop 
the duck shoot 
the whack-a-mole 
the hot-dog stand 
and even the over-priced no\ ci ty store sell ing 
BANGING 
flint balls on a string, 
shuttered ligh!. 
Coins plunk and raule into bluc, zippered money bags. 
Cashiers count the quarters and the credit slips. 
Thcn--
the lights go low 
the speakers stop 
the ncon blinks out 
Alii hear; 
the son phud of my mandatory 
white leather tennis shoes 
and a mocking bird. 
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What the Old Man Lost 
Chris Harrison 
Old man Lowery si ts, 
naked, 
on the lichen-jeweled stone 
in the glass-l ake's center--
elboW on knee, hand on chin--
a thinker sleeping in memory 's si lence . 
His breath comes slow 
in thin-white clouds on dew-hazed air, 
while sun-heated blood wanns his bones 
and he dreams of times past 
when their world was a child 
and their li fe-roo ls tangled tight, 
before she passed. 
He wakes, 
chesltightening 
as her absence returns, 
and mourns the stones 
sinking in the water, 
below the light. 
Then he lies back 
on the stone's broad top, 
and dreams 
of her arms 
waving like wings 
from the darkness below, 
and waits--
the lapping tide 
nibbling his toes, 
eating the stone. 
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Squash 
Amanda Gibson 
without warning 
my coat 
wrestles me 
to the bottom 
of the stairs 
leaves me 
heaped and panting 
next to Ihe banister 
a bruise throbs 
purple gold 
against my knee 
curved and hollowed 
like a November squash 
in January 
slowly sickening 
18 
You Shouldn ' t Remember 
James R. Fritz 
You shouldn't remember 
the time I fished my number 
out oflhat girl's purse 
the morning after. 
Please don't cry there 
in that building with 
all those people. 
They weren't there 
when you looked 
at me 
across the bus 
and J gave you 
the perfect look 
that you needed 
not to kill yourself 
or do anything stupid. 
Remember that, 
and how I didn ' t hate everything, 
not at all really. 
If anything I believed too hard 
in too many things: 
books, light, food, 
19 
hard work, pouting, 
laughing, 
swearing, 
wood chairs with no cushions. 
t always said, 
''I'm not that brave. You ' re the brave one." 
You would laugh 
and later we'd kiss 
like in high school 
when no one really 
thought about 
never seeing a person again . 
20 
Heartaches May Drow~ t~e Hcart, Not a Woman 's Soul 
MlkklOlmsted 
°er r,·e cllando puede y lIora cllando quiere. La mil) . 
A man laughs when she can and cries when she wants to . •• wo 
This old Spanish saying struck my heart the first time I 
read it. My stomach churned from its truth . It became my daily 
mantra. There was a time when I cried a lot . Nightly for awhile, 
then randomly, without provocation, all of my pain and angui sh 
erupting in acidic tears that burned my cheeks and rotted my 
soul. The pain held me hostage. 
But, slowly, my inner strength broke the bonds. 
Like most girls, I' ve been swept away by love. I've had 
several boyfriends··somc good, somc not. One .even ~sked ~.e 
to marry him. A few times I spcnt weekends with thclr families . 
We looked at baby pictures, decorated Christmas trees and 
talked about our futures. Mothers set aside space near the 
family portraits for our photographs. . 
Each time we seemed as happy as any couple Immersed 
in young love. 
Until the call to apologize for betraying my love. The 
explanations were always the same. He couldn't wait any 
longer. He didn't mean to have sex: with the first one. Or the 
second. It just happened. One described it as a natural 
phenomenon, like summer rain. And in a whirl of absolution, 
they'd admit who, where, when and how many times they 'd 
slept with the others. 
I barely saw through the storm of tears to hang up the 
phone or drive home alone. 
Usually, first came the rage that accompanies betrayal. 
Every relationship was different, but my rationale was not. I'd 
admit J loved him. I wantcd him. I waited to have sex: with him. 
I said no, not until we're marricd. "Lct' s make it special." I 
wanted to give each new boyfriend my gift of virginity. 
Then, one by one, they left me. And I threw temper 
tantrums in bathroom stalls between classes and endured crying 
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fil s al work. My entire world seemed empty and uprooted 
This last time I wanted to die . So I did . . 
. . I sh~1 off my feelings of pain and rejection for months 
Glrl fnends mtroduced me to nice guys they knew. Nice guyS' 
who looked d ifferent , yet acted the same. We'd go out a few 
times to the movies. Mostly. we 'd go to their apartment 
bedrooms. I knew where I was, but J didn ' t know how to Sla 
what I was doing unti l I colJapsed on the floor one afternoon ~ 
f . A ' . . Ina surge 0 emohon. ga m tears--thls tlmc to face what I had 
done. 
Too onen young women become victims of their 
c~oti ?ns. They become sponges who ooze pain and soak up 
reJection. They let men manipulate them. They lislen when 
men tell women they love them or that they will take care of 
them. The women li slen because they need to believe. They 
fee l comfortable and want to trust their boyfriends completely. 
Most, eventua lly, have sex . Others use the next man to fi ll the 
pai n. 
Fortunate ly, the tears will stop when women decide their 
failed relationships won' t contro l them. It takes time to heal the 
heart. Comforting friends can empathize . Casual dating can re-
energize self-esteem. Praying can sooth the soul. 
But each woman must look inside herself to re-discover 
her own strength. She has to forgive herself for doubting her 
own tenac ity. She has to pretend she 's okay when she isn ' t. She 
has to laugh when she wants to ery because some days she will 
feel her strength and rejuvenation. She will know her 
boundaries to establish new rules. She will vow never to let 
anyone take advantage of her again . She won ' t a llow her sense 
of sel f to be manipulated. Next time, her heartache won ' t steal 
her laughter. 
Out of the tears wi ll spring resolution. Resolution wil l 
bring responsibi lity and the determination to make your own 
destiny. 00 ahead and cry today. Tomorrow, you won ' t. 
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Salesgi rl's Chronicle 
Leah Treesh 
Slow moving bones 
almost cold 
amble aimlessly 
looking for a bargai n 
on a tractor, treadmill , 
or, perhaps, just something to do 
Little hands tug on Mommy's 
little mouths say "look!" 
and "what's dat?" 
Some moms kneel down 
look, smile, and answer 
while others yank at the little arm 
and yell at the lip-biting chi ld 
for being too small 
Teenage girls with too much lipstick 
gl ide around in too-tall shoes 
trying to walk with a straight-backed 
head-cocked air of sophistication 
as they wiggle, giggle, and blink 
eyelashes 
at the Jinko clad boys strutting by 
An attractive blond woman 
glances furtive ly from side to sidc 
walks slowly 
as she sl ips a hundred dollar tool set 
into her oversized purse 
"May I return this please?" 
A tired salesman fi ngers his watch, 
checking the time 
again 
as he imagines a large pi zza, 
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six-pack of Bud, 
and a wild night of Wrestlemania 
The was-perky-yesterday 
sa leswoman runs like a train 
on a well-worn track 
back and fonh from the stockroom 
to teU another bitchy customer 
that her have-to-have-today item 
is out of stock 
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To Thighs 
Angela Meyer 
Maybe it began the day I saw my 
randmother's own set, tucked beneath ~er like pale queens in silken robes . 
and realized that your kind could be beautIfu l. 
Or perhaps it was during my fir.sl sweaty 
aerobics class when I held you In 
unnatural positions and felt you cry out to me 
in tune with the pulsing music, 
"We are strong, dammit, and we will not be ignored! " 
Later I looked at you in a full-length mirror and. 
like noticing a shiny penny on a path I have traveled many 
limes, 
I di scovered you there. And did not grimace. 
r study the tiny silver lines 
that wind under your flesh like rivers to the source. 
A geologist would name them "Growth spurt at Age Nine" 
and "Weight Loss at Eighteen" and "Freshman Ten." 
Now I see the dimples on your baeks and accept them 
as parts of the landscape rather than 
try to remember how Cosmopolitan and Glamour 
suggest I remove them. 
I apologize 
for hiding you under control tops and long shons 
like family secrets 
and for pretending that my knees and pelvis were 
connected by something other than you. 
Today. I wrap you in a silken robe 
and give you your due. 
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lenifer White Tulips No.5 
Melodie Baggarly Pride 
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Jasmine Schiedler Untit led 
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Residents 
James Fritz 
Mary's in some intern study thing at the local hospital. 
MJ kissed a dying man today," she says and she puts up the milk 
nd lets her work shirt slip to the floor. "I-lis last request," she 
:ays. She tells me how she went out on a call w:ith the . 
emergency unit, what she really wants to be domg, and thiS guy 
had been shot. He was still alive, breathing like a dog does when 
it has to vomit. "His breath kind of tasted like vomit," she says. 
The walls of our apartment are crumbling. The posters 
never stay hanging. They seem to slide down while we're out of 
the house. Everything seems to be melting even though the 
temperature's nonnal in here. 
We've come to hate the people across the hall . They 
come by at the worst times. They knock now. Right when she's 
crying about her day and I'm knowing we won't make love 
tonight. 
"The landlord posted this about having guests over. 
There's been complaints." Mr. Thompson holds the small purple 
paper to my face. "It wasn't us, though we've had the urge a. 
couple times concerning you two." He fake laughs. 
"Mary's crying," I say and snatch the paper away. I slam 
the door and hope it comes close to hitting his face. 
Back in the apartment, back on the couch, we're making 
bloody mary's and Mary's making them too spicy for me. "I 
thought 'he doesn't deserve this,' you know, 'he doesn't deserve 
to die like this,'" she goes on about how young his face was even 
though he was forty or fifty. She sat up with him while everyone 
else was yelling and knocking stuff in the house over. All she 
heard was beeping and screaming and him breathing. He pushed 
out the words "will ... you ... kiss ... me?" and she bent over 
him and pressed against his lips. The air smelled like metal she 
says. 
"There was something in his eyes like yours," she says. I 
understand, and think of the poor guy in the morgue on a plate 
right now, and wonder if Mary can still tnste him. 
We hold each other and aftcr enough of that she takes 
her cup and drinks the whole thing. Hcr breath stinks when she 
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talks now and I decide to make it fair and down mine 
h h ' I ' , even t aug It 5 way 100 spIcy. She's shaking like a drop ofrn 
. ercu", 
slaring out past me at the wall, and I know that this dy,· ." 
. ng man ' 
gomg to mess her up for a whi le . "You weren'llhere. You C I IS 
understand ." She's right; I wasn't . an t 
I ~ turns out, the paper tell s me, that the dyi ng guy w ~hol by hiS fal~er, just like Marvin Gaye. He wasn't a crimin:~ 
Just a drug addict probably, and he and his fa ther had bee ' 
fighti ng. He is ,sun:-ived ~Y ~ wife and a father, the paper ;ays. I 
guess they don t mmd prlntmg that, but it's pretty rude if yo k 
me. I thi~k about the time I wanted to shoot my fa ther. He'du as 
been tel ling me ( needed a haircut, and that I looked like a 1 
II · k . oser. 
- eJust ept saymg "loser." 
. Mary comes home the same as yesterday, all sloped and 
her haI r down and sticking to her face. "Another day" she sa 
Sh h ·,· , ys. e op ens cr. unllorm, domg the buttons from the bottom up, 
and Sits there 10 her bra and pants. "The people at work think I' 
" d h rn crazy, an s e stretches her arms up over her head. "One of 
them even said, 'You don't knuw what you could've gotten from 
doing that, no tell ing what he had.'" 
. Today she's trying to fo rget about the dying guy, and I'm 
trymg to. forget that suit's look on his face when I told him about 
!"y pr.evlous employment. (told him how I was "searching for a 
Job with more ofa fu ture in i~ . " I shou ld have sa id "looking," no 
one wants a guy that's search mg. 
"Lift me up," she says. 
The bed is still on the noor because I've never built the 
base of it. The pi llows smell clean from the laundry, and I lay 
her on her back and say "smell the pi llows" and "kiss me." 
Mary's fingertips trace my spine through my shirt while I'm over 
her. We stay like this, kissi ng, for a wh ile and ( don't think I 
shou ld, but I say, "This would be my dying wish, too." I kind of 
half gigg le at the words. 
"How can you say that?" She's giggl ing too, in-between 
the words, then she gels serious and says, "That's terrible." She 
yanks me closer, hard , into her body . Neither of us wants to 
think about her lips on some guy that's in a morgue right now. 
He's probably blue or purple by now; I've seen so many cop 
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h ws and J sull don't know which color comes first. 
s 0 "I don't want dinner tonight," Mary whispers to me. "I 
. 51 want to lay here wilh you." 
JU "I think it's 'lie here with you.'" I'm always correcting 
her like that. 
••••• 
"Say three, say four, just don't say a few!" 
"Okay, give me five then, " I say. 
Mary hands me fi ve cigarettes and kisses my cheek to 
leave. She reaches into her purse agai n: "Okay, here's six, but go 
out and get your own today, and good luck wi th a job, okay?" 
"Okay honey." And that's that. She's out of the house 
working again. Saving lives, or at least practicing to save lives. 
After two beers and three talks shows and the television 
clock saying 12 :00 am,l get so upset about a woman supporti ng 
me that I have to do a guy thing. I put on an o ld pair of b lue 
jeans and skip shaving, and I go look at the car engine. I don't 
know what I'm looking for, but the smells try to lead me. I think 
I smell oil, then (think I smellanlifreeze . (look under the car 
and wonder if the stains are old oil stains, new oil stains, or just 
the shadows of the car itself. I start the car and drive to get 
cigarettes. Like with most automotive problems, you have to 
heal up the engine a bit to really see if anything is wrong. 
I point to the Marlboro Filters behind the clerk, and he's 
busy on the phone so I get Marlboro Lights. I figure this is less 
cancer for me anyway, so I don't correct him. Him, Samuel, the 
nametag says. I think about Mary's uniform, and wish I had one. 
I wish 1 could come home tired from work and bitching, and ( 
even wish I could get a chance to kiss dying people, if just for 
the story of it. 
I get back in the apartment lot, see the sign saying ST. 
JOESEPH 'S APARTMENT RESIDENTS ONLY: ALL 
OTHERS WILL BE TOWED AT T HEOWNER'S EXPENSE. I 
think how negative that sign must be to visitors, like no one here 
wants to be bothered with. I end a cigarette on the o utside brick 
wall , and light another outside the apartment door. I blow the 
smoke in the neighbor's direction. 
Inside I write a letter to Mary. (sign it: Love, your 
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cigarene thief, ~avid . I fo ld the letter and put it on the middl 
of ~ur bed. I don t want to be here when she gets home all Ii e 
agam, so I go back to the car. ted 
I check the oil, and since the engine's still hot I j k b 
my hand and get oil all on my shirt. It has the color OfblOQdcr ~ck 
. d k· d f . U', a welT In 0 01 1, and sudden ly I fee l like a complete ,·d· " 
I k"· Jot lor even 00 mg at a car engme. 1 put the cap on, twist everyth" 
light, and get behind the wheel. inS: 
I start talking. The mol ion of the car seems to mak . 
. e It 
come faster, and stranger. I try to thmk of Mary and how h ' 
. I I ' . , so qUiet ate y. 
. ' . say. ~you never know." You put a slick in the dirt and 
tWist unlll you rc good and drunk and it stands up. You open 
your car door and f~us on the top of the whee l. You sit there 
and br~athe and noUce the smel l of a lot of cigarettes. You put 
an. unlit on~ to you~ nose. You're wishing you had the money to 
dri ve to Phil adelphia. It lakes money to dri ve. No matter how 
open you think the road is. You can get Mary drunk until she'll 
come back to the couch and stop crying, and just come sit doWn 
and hold you while you fool mound with a li ghter or something 
"1 have to try Philadelphia," I say and look out at the road. "My· 
mlme is David," I say, "like the guy that killed the giant. " 
•• • •• 
"Come back here," Mary grabs my hand and pulls me to 
bed. "SlOP pouling, you big baby," she says. J lei her pull me and 
I let her put her head in my lap. She was smiling a bit, but now 
she's just looking althe walls. We don't say anYlhing. I think 
we're trying to keep the new picture frame up just by looking at 
it. I think we're trying to figure out how we breathe together. 
The bed makes us feel bad. If I had one wish it would be 
to have the bed off the floor. No matter wha t, people feel 
scummy if they're just lying there on nothing but a mattress. 
Mary starts to fall asleep and I say, "Will you kiss me? 
I'm a dying man ." I can'l slap thinking aboulthat. I kecp 
bringi ng it up. 
"There was blood on hi s lips, David. Is that funny?" 
I think of the oil on my shirt today, and if I had put it to 
my lips. I bet it would have tastcd like Mary's breath . I imagine 
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II ddish things taste the samc. I say, "I was just making a that a re 
joke." She doesn't forg ive me. She just gives me a look like I'll 
ndersland because I wasn't there. We both look at the never u , . I I k II II ain because there s not hmg e se to 00 at rea y. I 
wa . s a!he:e somebody's smashed an insect and left hi s guts all 
nollce h b k .. 
k on the wa ll. I wonder how t e ugs eep geums Ih . slUC , . bbl I I start to say that we re not gomg 10 e a e 10 s eep 
anytime soon, and suggest a pot of ~offee and a ta.lk in the living 
m 
but Mary's eyes are shut. She s got early shift tomorrow. 
roo , 
The doorknob won't let me tum it and I remember that 
Mary always locks it before bed. I peek in at her and see her 
digital clock and think how those two belong together. I'm 
starting to be too big for the room, like my fathe r used to say 
when he had to leave for no reason. I wanL out before she hears 
me. J have trouble with my eyes when I open the door. I put on 
my sock cap, the one Mary says "mak~s me !OOk like a mugger" 
and I get light-headed by the hallway hght. I m tempted to knock 
on the neighbor's door and run away. I remember I'm in a hurry, 
so I only lock one lock and my coat wrestles me to the bottom of 
the stairs. I hop to the car. I look up at our bedroom window and 
feel sad at the thought that maybe Mary still thinks I'm besidc 
her. 
I go to the Warne House and play an Elvis song on the 
jukebox.. A really greasy guy is talking to the wa itress in a 
double booth. He has hi s ann around a blonde girl with a very 
high-class shirt on. I wonder how he can gel a girl like that, and 
then remember that I have a girl like that, better than that, 
sleeping on a mattress at home. I think of Mary's lips, and the 
shape they make when we're making love, right at the end of it. 
My eggs are cold, and I just play with them. 1 kecp time 
with the song, and move my mouth to the words. I think about 
that job in Jonesboro, and how I guess I could drive that far 
every day iff really had to. Elvis sings, "It's now or never." 
The waitress tell s me, "You gonna fini sh those eggs'!" 
I say, "I guess my eyes were bigger than my stomach." I 
swallow one more bite like it's killing me to force any more food 
in and think how much I hate saying cliches like that . I hit the 
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door after paying and get something s ticky. probably s)TU 
my hands. I think how gross some people are and how th P. ,on 
don't consider anyone else. Elton John is banging on a . cY JUSt 
I h · k bo . k · hi · Plano and 
'blm ad ut J~r Ing t e p ug ~ut of the Jukebox, standing On a 
la e, an yelling at everyone In the place. I should J·us, I 
d I h . . cave 
an et t c greaser get the girl, and Jet the wa itress continue ' 
serve cold eggs. to 
I don ' t. I go up to the greaser and say. " How'd you 
her? Really, how?" get 
He wan ts to beal me up, but realizes that cops are 
always in Warne Houses and whi spers, "Do you want to I k 
h· ·d 1" a e I IS outSI C. 
flight a cigarette and say I 'd pre fer not to and he lei 
go. The thing is, I wasn ' t just being a smartass. I really want:; e 
to know how he got that girl. I dec ide that you can ' t think abo t 
that ~r you ' ll go craz~. C~uples never really make sense. I payU 
~y bil l and ~ eave, lettmg H.a ll drop away behind me like pages 
In a. book. I Just want back m the car a~d I just want to sleep 
beSide Mary and not have 10 say anythmg m the morning. 
Mary's father used to OWl1 this Baldwin p iano store and 
other pianos, but Baldwins were all he really pushed. He h;d 
that. bad ~omb-over hair, and he called Mary his "little angel of 
the IVOry because she could p lay that old beautiful stuff so well . 
She grabbed my hands once and tried to teach me what 
she said was the easiest Beethoven piece there is. No matter how 
easy, I couldn't get il. 
I think of this on the way home, rubbing the s ticky off 
on the steering wheel. I remember how my fi ngers used to hurt. I 
remember her fi ngers pushing the na ils o f mine doWl1 on the 
keys. I firs t fe lt that whole romantic thing when that happened. I 
thought she was going to be a professional art ist o f some kind. 
She'd say that no rea l art is t could ever be a professional 
anything. I would tell her she could do whatever she put her 
mind to. I know this was a mistake. That's what parents tell 
children that haven't really accomplished anything yet. 
• • •• • 
A week from all this, all the stuff with the dead guy and 
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.' round for no reason, Mary sits up in bed. I'm awake, 
me dn~mg a he pokes me a couple times to be sure. It reminds 
but qUiet, so Sy father used to kiss my forehead in the mornings 
me of how m M "IV k O ·d 
. h hought I was still asleep. ary says, a e up, aVI . 
while e t 
We need to talk ." 
"David I'm thinking of,l mean , really, do you ever 
. f ving' ? I really want out of this place right now." She think 0 rnO . . 
h· motion to her lips that means she wants a c igarette, so I does tlS d' hf 
h er the ashtray on the floor an get one lor eac 0 us. stretc ov . . h 
111 feels like a box, like some experiment Wit two eroom . ' d b .. 
I I feel like we're bemg momtore y sC ient ISiS. peop c. N h b · h· 
"Yeah, I hate it here too. ot ere, ut m t IS tOWl1. 
H st ly if it weren't for you, I'd be completely messed up. I ~;: tha~ sounds cheesy." I light my cigarette off the end of 
hers. 
"Can't wejust--" 
"We can do whatever we want, we're--" 
"Free, 1 know." She says. "But I'm not talking 
Iheoretical1y; I just can't feel safe here now." 
"Now?" I say. I make a point of it to look in her eyes. 
"Since the guy?" 
"Since before. Since a whi le. Sometimes I think he just 
brought it all out." She rubs her belly like she's letting her words 
sen le there, or like she's waiting to swallow mine. 
I don't say anything until she takes that hand away. I 
want her to hear me for real this time. I just think "Mary," over 
and over, and that's all I want to say is her name. I want me 
saying her name to make the walls stronger, so they'll keep us 
inside with each other. I want me saying "Mary" to keep her 
from turning over and going to sleep with her back to me. 
I say, "Mary." I sigh and touch my nose to her 
collarbone. I can sme ll her work on her skin. The work is taking 
her over, and I'm still jea.1ous. I want her to have my smell on 
her, not that sterile smell of her hospital clothes. Over in the 
comer my poster of Tom WailS lies folded over itself, but 
somehow I catch Tom's eyes in Ihe light. They look dead, like 
they're even dead in the picture . I go under the sheets, up to my 
nose, and feel someth ing move over the room. 1 smell our bod ies 
together, the compacted smell bui lding Up like smoke in a bottle. 
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What No urishes 
Sylvia Ahrens 
For Maria Elena Cruz Varel 
Cuban Writer/Activist a 
Imprisolled ill 1991 
Now Released 
Ali i knew of you is your picture, 
a few paragraphs in a magazine, 
an address to plead for release, 
ten lines of your poetry: 
such simple truths written 
in suc h a dangerous country. 
You look like a friend I had 
many miles and long summers ago. 
Younger and shorter, on bikes or 
with boys, she went unchallenged. 
One year she broke her leg and reigned 
the neighborhood from her porch swing. 
But you arc not that girl. 
You are a woman who was hounded, 
dragged down stairs by her hair; 
you and your daughter bea ten; 
your beautifu l words crammed 
into your mouth to silence you. 
I once had a taste ofrcvolution, 
the tcar gas and the clubbing, 
nothing as concrete as j ail. 
Worn into retrcat, I have 
long since traded my defiance 
for noisy barnyard politics. 
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I 
w linle of your land; Havana 
I knO h" my n-rnndfather smoked. 
somet 109 b' - . I 
'
sage arrived 10 a g ass Your me . 
bottle that sailed the seas, a vOice 
k d that awakens my own, uncor e . I d" 
" 'rom a starvtng an . 
cnes Ii d " 
k" bread I feast on wor s, lac 109 , 
"I ce a worse ronn of hunger. 51 en , 
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Bruise, Horse, Milk, Reaso n, & Bride 
Chris Harrison 
There is a yellow photo 
on my Aunt 's cedar dresser 
of a new-made bride 
wearing a milk-cream dress, 
riding a colorless horsc. 
She is smiling at me, 
though I do not know why, 
for there--with no reason 
or excuse--on her son, faded cheek 
is a fou r-fi ngered bruise. 
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Enjoyment 
Amanda Gibson 
ii 's all about me . 
in my soft soled moccaSinS 
walking dov.rJl 5th street 
not thinking of you 
not in my morning 
of red sweater and loose jeans 
soft shoei ng against concrete 
my pleasure in a day 
without you 
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Arbor Day 
Andy Washburn 
I watched my grandfather tree 
Yanked unti l his roots showed 
Placed in a cold, antiseptic nu:sery 
Whcre gardeners feed and water him daily . 
" He was getting to be too big a responsibi lity" 
So I hear. ' 
He wakes up on Arbor Day 
Every morning, 
Looking forward 10 intimate soil. 
Somebody, please 
Yell , "Timber" 
Before you tell him 
He has outgrown dirt . 
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Idea 
christa Osborne 
It breezes in on borrowed wings 
And soon enough has .bro~hers. 
Before long I'm twirlmg m a field of them 
So thick I can hardly sec. 
t spy the biggest of the group 
Floating my way. 
It lightly lands, 
Lingers long enough to tickle, 
Then leaves a soapy residue. 
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Darrell 
Terri Whitehouse 
Wearing stiff navy 
blue Dickies 
workpants. 
the high school 
janitor 
picks up the 
change that 
the wall of 
rowdy kids 
hurl at hi m. 
Into his pocket-· 
He is saving up for a 
new truck. 
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Untitled 
Henry Pile 
I like Ihe way I think 
al the bottom ofa beer. 
My fros ted mug eyes 
drip 
like beads of water 
until I remember 
what it was 
I meant 
to say. 
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McGee's Farm 
Jack Kindlesparker 
AI the muddy pond 
Surrounded by cedars and 
Cow paddies·- I smoked cigarenes 
Stolen·-one at a time 
And filled a stringer with fish 
Some bright and others nol. 
By God I was King, 
King of alii saw--
That old farmer chased me off 
Waving a shotgun, 
I was his King too and laughed 
Dragging fishtails across the field. 
My mother pointed me away from the house, 
Disgusted by my catch. 
I looked at a catfish--
Its mouth opening and closing slowly 
Saying he was King once too. 
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Jenifcr Knapp-Bell Ewer 
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Naotaka Minami Untitled Naolaka Minami Untitled 
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The Laundromat 
Anna Allen 
I woke up sweating, my hair plastered to the back of my 
neck in damp tangled strands. Throwing back the sheets, I sat 
up, my nightgown clinging to my back like wet tissue paper. 
Frank's mom had discovered this little basement apartment in 
the fall, saying what a great find it was. We moved in , and then 
winter set in early. as it usually docs up here,l guess. Frank and 
t soon di scovered that the heating unit for the whole building sat 
just beyond our bedroom wall. Our great little find was also a 
great little oven. Frank still insisted that he liked the place, but 
then again, he could be in hell and not break a sweat. I, on the 
other hand, woke up miserable almost every night. And the 
lousy windows wouldn't even open. 
"Frank." For some reason, I wanted him to know how 
miserable I was. He already knew, orcourse. I complained 
about it all the lime. "Hey, Frank." No response came out of 
the dark, save Frank 's usual wheezi ng snore . Although the 
room was mostly dark, I could make out the lumpy bulge of 
Frank under the covers. 1ft stared hard enough, I could see the 
basic outline orhis face, his mouth gaping open like a cave. I 
reached out and touched the top of his head. His hair was dry, 
and that annoyed me. I ripped my gown off and flung it to the 
floor. 
Swinging my legs around the side of the bed, I stood up 
and glanced up above the dresser at the small window there. It 
came to Frank's eye leve l, so it was way over my head . That 
was another thing I hated about this place. I walked over to the 
window, and reaching up, touched the rough hem of the curtain. 
Frank's mom had made the curtains herselr, and like everything 
clse she gave us, asked about them often. They were a hideous 
pea green, but Frank wouldn't let me take them down. It 'd be 
rude, he 'd sa id . I let the hem slip out of my fingers. Carefully, l 
pulled myselr up onto the dresser and drew back the coarse rolds 
of fabric . The snow was still there, reflecting the yellowish light 
orthe security lamp that hung nearby. I was sick orthe snow. 
I was starting to climb down when my eye caught 
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gainst the white. The ncighbor 's fa t tabby was move~ent;oss the icy yard, lifting hcr legs in high jerky tiPt~~sg ~ watched, pressing my rorehead against the window. 
molt i ess of the glass felt wonderful. I brought my hands 
The. coo. n and wished we had a bigger window. My sigh ragged 
agatnst It, 
the g las~:LUCY, what are you doing up there?" Frank's sudden 
. rtled me and my forehead knocked agamst the cool 
vOlcesta, . I d . h· 
F nk's cologne bott le chnked and ralt e against IS cans glass. ra . 
fmousse and hair spray. . . .. . 
a "Huh?" I turned to see him slUing up In bed, runnmg a 
d through his hair. "That fat tabby is out there prowling han h . d . h 
d tonight" I turned back to t e wm ow, scanning t e aroun . 
snoW for the cat. 
"What? Jesus, Luce, arc you naked?" I heard the sheets 
tling. Frank coughed and cleared hi s throat. 
illS " I wonder irthe Parkers know she 's out. " The cat was 
gone. The yard was empty and yellow. My palms rested against 
the windowpane. . . 
"Lucy?" The bed groaned as Frank changed position. 
heard him slapping at the wall , probably hunting for the light 
switch. 
" I bet they forgot to let her back in." The snow 
sparkled. I traced a rough spot in. the glass with my fingertip. 
Suddenly, the light came on, turnmg the glass black. 
"Damn it, Luce. Get back in bed before somebody sees 
you up there." Frank yawned. "And don ' t knock my things off 
when you get ~own." Without turning, I climbed back down to 
the Ooor. The bottles rattled a little, but didn ' t fall. The light 
clicked off as my feet touched the carpet. "Now, get on back 
into bed." I turned to find him still sitting up, waiting for me. 
dropped on to the bed, stretching out on top oflhe sheets. The 
bed groaned as Frank sank back down into the covers. 
"What time do you get out of class tomorrow'?" I kncw, 
but I felt like talking. I was too hot to sleep. 
"What?" Frank sighed and tumed his head toward me. 
"Not till eight. You know that." We lay in silence for a few 
minutes. I stared back up at the window. I had forgotten to 
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close the curtain. Frank shifted his weight and the bed cried out. 
I felt his big hand slide over my body, coming to rest light and 
fl at agai nst my stomach. He leaned over and rested his head on 
my pillow, next to my own. His breath was hot in my car. "Mr. 
Thatcher already has the hots for you. He doesn ' t need to sce 
you naked in the window." Mr. Thatcher was the 90-year-old 
man that lived above us. Frank kissed my cheek, then rolled 
over onto his favorite side. His hand slid away, leaving a damp 
place on my stomach . I was left again wi th the heat and si lence. 
"Frank?" I kicked the sheets away from my feet. "Let 's 
go out tomorrow night ." I started thinking of what I could wear. 
" I can't, hon. I've got. ... " Frank interrupted himself 
with a yawn. "I' ve got to help Mom move that furniture out, 
remember?" He yawned again . "But we ' ll do it soon, all right? 
Now, go to sleep. I've got to get up early." I li stened as Frank 's 
breathing changed to snoring and watched as the light outside 
turned from ye llow to rose. My period was now over a week 
late. 
It was around noon when I awoke, although I couldn't 
tell. The room was dark; Frank had pulled the curtain closed 
again. I turned to see the red smear of numbers on his alann 
clock. It was 12:07. I sat up and noticed that my nightgown had 
been folded and placed on the edge of the bed. Frank was 
forever straightening. I threw the gown into a drawer and snuck 
a quick glance at the sheets. They were stretched out white and 
spotless like the side yard. Grabbing my robe, I headed for the 
shower. It 's probably nothing. I thought to myself. 
I don ' t know why I even bothered showering. I had no 
plans. I hadn ' t been working much during the week, especially 
now with all the snow. 1 had been working at the museum 
downtown, guarding the exhibits and running the reception desk. 
It was the most boring job I ever had, but the old lady that ran 
the place was nice. She kept mc on weekends, even though she 
didn ' t really nced me there. Some days, no visitors would come 
at all . She always said it was because of the snow. 
I dreaded finding a new job. Frank and his mother had 
been pestering me to get a job at his cousin 's flower shop. This 
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pushy as Frank's mother. Every time I saw her, 
'n was as 11 d 
couSI d when the wedding would be. That rea y rove me 
she ask~;~he thought of delivering flowers all day didn '.t 
craZY· al to me either. Despite what Fran~ tho~gh!, It. exact!Yt~~~ was afraid to drive in the snow. IJust dldn t hke to 
wasn t . " 1 missed the grayness of Kentucky winter, all of the 
.... out mi . h h· 
...... bl nding together at the edges. Maybe t e w Ite was 
colors etrast than I could take. I sighed as I thought about 
more con f l · · M 1 
h d Y spent in front 0 the te eVISlon. y pans were aOot er a 
bout to change, however. . 
a Frank had taped a note onto the shower curt~m 
. d' me to go to the laundromat. Wednesday IS laundry 
remm 109 . dd··· b 11 Th t's all it said. I tore It off, wa 109 It mto a a . ~~~~Id i: kill him to wash clothes on Thursday,! As I lathered 
h . 1 remembered that my mom had called me and left a my air d . 1 
on 'he machine last week . I watched the su s sWlr message 
around my toes and tried to think up a good excuse for not 
calling her back sooner. 
J heard the phone ring as I stepped out of the shower. 
Thinking it might be my mom, I hesi tated. I ha~n ' t thought up a 
ood excuse yet. My hair dripped onto the receiver as I leaned 
g ver the phone. I stared at it as it continued to ring . Finally, the ~achine picked up. I listened to Frank 's reeordin~ and)u.mped 
when his mother's loud squawk followed . . "Frankie, thiS IS your 
mother. I was just making sure that you didn ' t forget about . 
helping me with ~hal furni ture. Your d~d is t~ ol~ to?e domg 
Ihat kind ofmovmg, even thoug? he thmks he Isn t: It s really 
just a coffee table and some chairs. I would have gIVen the~ to 
you, but Lucy didn't seem to want them. They ~eally would ve 
looked nice in your living room. I guess your sister WOUld. 
probably appreciate them .... " And that 's when the machme 
cut her off. I was already on my way to the bedroom. 
The laundromat was unusually crowded for a 
Wednesday. By the time I came back from my second trip to 
the car some old man had stolen my washers. He glared at me 
as I sta'cked my baskets in a pile by the table, almost daring me 
10 chal\enge him. I picked up a magazine, look my seat in an 
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uncomfonable plastic chair, and resigned to wait. Aner all , 1 
had all day. The snow melted off my boots, fanning murky 
puddles on the green linoleum. I shook out my coat and 
receiv~d another eyeballing from the old man. I opened the 
magazme. 
r skipped all of the anicles about pregnancy and 
childbirth and focused on the sexy articles instead. Turning the 
page when someone passed by, ) smiled at the thought of being 
caught in the act. 
A blast of frigid air caused me to look up from my 
article . A sma ll figure stood holding the door open, its face and 
body almost completely concea led by folds of a big red scarf. 
Soon, two more litt le bundles waddled in, dragging a bag of 
laundry behind them. ) watched as a tall slender woman entered 
next, carrying a chi ld in one ann and balancing a heaping basket 
of clothes in the other. The little ones began unwrapping almost 
immediately, fighting aga inst difficult buttons and zippers. 
Soon, all three were engaged in the task of unwrapping the baby, 
who squawked and sputtered under the attention of the rest. I 
noticed that the mOlher was underdressed, wearing on ly a Ihin 
springjackel over hcr shirt . She len it on as she sorted out the 
laundry. 
"Miss, are you waiting for a washer?" I looked up to 
see a short round woman sianding before me. Her gray hair was 
set in pink rollers. I think she was the attendant. 
"Yes." I looked up al her, folding the magazine slowly 
in half. 
"Well , there's two open down there." She pointed down 
the aisle with a pink stubby finger at a couple of machines. She 
slared at me. 
"Okay, thanks." ) tucked the magazine under my ann, 
grabbed the comers of my bottom basket, and started to drag the 
heap down toward the little family. The children stood in chairs, 
sorting clothes. l ney looked up at me as 1 approached. Their 
eyes spark led as they whispered somy to one another. 
I put the magazine down and spent the rest of the time 
thinking. The litt le troupe ma rched around the laundromat, 
sticking close to their mOlher. I had hoped they'd come over to 
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hey never did . One of the smaller ones did smile a lot, 
me, b~t tHiS hair was reddish and stuck up all over the place. 
(houg '. ded me of a commercial I'd seen on television for 
He remlO I wanted to hold him in my lap and touch his wi spy sh~m~~k's hair was coarse and curly. Suddenly, I just had to hal~. t t had to know. I pulled the still damp clothes from the 
fin hO
U 
a· nd threw them into the baskets, not bothering to fold 
MSU . Id 
h· g ) smi led when) thought orhow pIssed Frank wou any! 10 . 
be· I had trouble deciding on which pregnancy test to buy, 
I bought three different brands. J think ) saw the clerk make a ;0 but I didn't look up to see. I sped home like a maniac, 
lace, . h d b ·1 d dodging the giant mounds of dIrty snow I at seeme to e pI e 
up everywhere. I didn ' t even wave back at old Mr. Thatcher 
when he waved at me through his window. 
All three said the same thing . I ga thered them into a bag 
d drove a few miles down the street to throw them all away. 1 
:"lIed down the windows and felt the cold air bum into my face. 
I didn ' t want Frank to see them. I didn't want Frank to know. It 
was around four when I got back to the apartment. I gOI into 
bed, piling the blankets high and heavy. I left my coat on. 
"Lucy, get up." My head wobbled against the pillow as 
Fronk shook the mattress. "What are you doing in bed?" I felt 
his large hand rest against my forehead. 
"I was tired." J sat up, rubbing my eyes. Frank sat 
slaring at me. He noticed my coat. 
"Sure you' re all right?" He pulled at the collar of my 
coat. "Did you go out today?" 
"Mm-Hmm." I threw the covers back, revea ling my 
snow boots. There were brownish gray smudges on thc shects 
where the dirty snow had melted and dried . I had forgotten 
about my boots being on. 
"Gccz, Lucy!" Frank leaned in ror a closer look at the 
dirt. "That' ll probably never come out. " He rubbed at the stain 
with his finger, giving me a scolding look with his eyes. I stared 
back at him. "Go get a towe l, will you?" 
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"You get a toweL" I stretched, then stood up beside the 
bed. Frank growled and stonned off to the bathroom. "What 
about the laundry?" His voice echoed in the bathroom, seemin 
even deeper. g 
" It.'s in my ca r." I walked over to the dresser, putting 
my wallet In my coat pocket, and picked my gloves up off the 
floor. J heard Frank 's heavy footsteps in the hall . 
"Will you get it, please?" He didn 't even look at me 
when he came in the room, but went straight to the stain. He 
began to spray it with one of his cleaning solutions. 
"Surc." I steppe~ out of the house into the white yard. 
It had begun to snow again, and I watched the feather- like flakes 
land upon the dark sleeves of my coat. I opened the car door 
and got in. Insi~e the car, it was cold and quiet. I put the key in 
a~d turned . A billow of smoke rose up from behind the car and 
disappeared . I watched it in the rear view mirror. I put the car 
into drive and drove. I drove down the street, past cha lky yards. 
I drove down the highway, through frosted fields, past slouching 
trees. I drove until the white gave way to brown. 
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My Scared Mouth 
Bryan Hulse 
And then I remembered so many dark nights 
p;.~ssed flat against my bed .by the weigh~ of the ceili?g, 
Or lying in the cool of evening grass stanng at the thickness of the sky; 
Tasting the warmth of my breath and the sme ll of my skin . 
Thinking how nothing could command more of a respectful silence, 
Not a church, or a library, or my dad 's boss' home. 
And believing that the only sounds suitable to disturb such a quietness 
Were those of my tumbling heart, 
My scared mouth babbling, 
"My, God ... my, God," 
And the invisible air answering, 
"Just love me." 
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C lnderbox 
Chris Harrison 
There, in the cinderbox, 
behind 01' Lopeman's brown, broken bam, 
the copper-dun serpent coils 
and the world sits up 
as the ratt ler shakes like a baby 's toy, 
ebony eyes glint crimson-orange 
from under the diamond coat 
and my chin trembles--opcn--at the hissing maw. 
I retreat . 
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I Old Not Wake Up This Mornin g 
Matt Britt 
I did not wake up th is morning 
because my feet were stiff cold. 
My legs were swollen with a chill. 
The coarse hair on my head stood straight 
and out; I could not smell the ai r. 
My cheeks werc white as paper, 
and felt like smooth, chilled slate. 
And the air was ca lm; it barely 
touched my dry, blue lips. 
My stomach did not chum with morning hunger, 
nor did my back ache from the reckless night 's 
sleep. 
My spine was heavy, 
motionless 
I could not breathe. 
And so I did not wake up. 
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The Afghan 
Amanda Gibson 
yellow green 
like grass 
wizened by the cold 
the kind 
that always leaves smears 
on the knees 
and butt army jcans 
when I roll against the lawn 
thinking on ly or pleasure 
and earth 
the blades tickling my 
arms with the son itchiness 
or yam blankets 
tucked around me 
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Dejection 
Christa Osborne 
A pine cone, alone 
Curled up on a table 
With raded brown bristles that droop rrom thc stem 
Like brittle flower petal s that crack when touched 
Or a hundred sagging sandpaper tongues 
That breath out a musty sme ll 
Like the bottom or an empty cocoon. 
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Period Prayer 
Terri Whitehouse 
In our navy blue 
pleated skirts--
we rolled them 
up to make them 
shorter. 
We knelt 
down (eam your 
place Oil your 
k"eej) 
folded our hands, 
right thumb over left thumb, 
and rolled our eyes. 
We said our prayers--
our father, who art 
in heaven, the lord be 
with you and also with you, 
go in peace to love and 
serve the lord . 
God, I am not worthy 
to receive you , 
but only say the word 
and I shall be healed. 
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In confession. 
we le ft out our 
real bad sins and 
instead said--
I was mean to my sister. 
I used God 's name in vain , 
We have lied to God, 
We have all said this prayer, 
We have all made this bargain : 
God, I promise, J 'II never do it aga in. 
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Ma rk looked UI) and smiled . .. 
Kelly Towe 
Mark looked up and smi led at me 
And I, not understanding, asked why? 
To which he replied, 
" I didn ' t know I was." 
Which was the best answer, really 
Because maybe it meant just that 
He loved me 
And nothi ng more 
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Callus 
Henry Pile 
Line your pockets with dirt 
and sweaty palms, 
full fisted clods. 
Tilt your head back and upward . 
Open eyes wide and sucking 
Leave the moon in your mouth 
like gum wrapped around your longue . 
Spit, 
and shut the darkness in tight . 
This year's gotten colder. 
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Birth Stone 
(patricia) "Tri sh" Lindsey Jaggers 
Buy me an opal·· 
Not a milk· white one, 
No·· 
One with the fire 
Arcing inside the dome 
Straining to break 
Aehing to breathe·· 
Not a milk·white one, 
No·· 
One whose soul beats 
wrinkles in the heat 
and blisters 
the skin of one who touches it·· 
Not a milk· white one, 
No·· 
One whose trapped passion 
excites those who see 
it and bum to be with it 
inside the clear bubble·· 
Not a milk·white one, 
No·· 
One that in my closed hand 
at night, locked in 
my closet, 
the slivers of fire 
light my eycs to a squint 
and color my fingers red, 
Blood red·· 
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NOI a milk·whi te one, 
No·· 
Legend having 
Misfortune 
follow those who buy 
themselves an opal, 
Leaves me standing, 
blinking at sparks 
beneath the jeweler's 
glass case. 
Buy me an opal·· 
Not a milk·white one, 
No·· 
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Superhero Zero 
lohn Aaron Powers 
The alarm blared, sending me jumping out of bed . 
crossed the room and unplugged it. Why did I set it anyway? 
As r snuggled back into my warm covers, I remembered my 
appointment at the Hall of lustiee. Shoot. I kept asking myself 
why I was going for A superhero's license . ' mean, you get hit 
by a meteor and everyone jumps to conclusions. "Y?U ought to 
become a superhero. It isn't everyday someone survives that 
sort of thing," everyone keeps telling me. So I got tested. 
I went down to the Hall of Justice and they asked me to 
do stuff like try to shoot lasers from my eyes and fly . Well, I 
couldn't. I cou ld however, take anything they threw at me. 
"Congratula tions, you have a 'special' gift, thanks to that meteor 
that hi t you," one of the examiners told me . "l udging from our 
tests, you arc totally invulnerable. In other words, you can't be 
harmed in any way." 
"Are you sure?" I asked . "I don't want to thi nk I'm 
invincible and then get my butt handed to me by some punk wi th 
a chunk of kryptonite or something." 
"Trust us . You can't be hanned at all . We've never seen 
anything like it." 
"Coo!!" 
I'm still nervous as hell. I mean I don't even have a cool 
costume or a snazzy name. 'don't even have a cool weapon or a 
cape. I never heard of superheroes having butterfl ies. You don't 
read that sort of stu ff in comic books. 
I took a shower and threw on some clothes. Realizing 
I'm running behind once again, ' grabbed a cold slice of pizza on 
my way out the door. Mmm, the breakfast of champions. 
"Ah, there you are! We've been expecting you . 
Running a little late, I see," said the short troll . looking. thing t~at 
greeted me at the door. He looked like a compac ted Irishman m 
a business sui t. 
"Yeah, traffic," I said nervously. 
"Never cared for it myself. By the way, name's Bjorn ." 
"Er, hi, Bjorn. I'm Lucas." 
"Yes, I know. I read your profile." 
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B'om led me to his o ffi ce down one of the massi ve 
'd ~ilh huge columns shaped like maSSive marble titans. 
corn ors be" II h d ' h roes and superhero-wanna s ma s apes an sizes S~h~ :bout the vast open area of a lobby. Most o f them had . 
ml e es but some were dressed in plain c lothes. Must be their costum , 
day off. I 
Bjorn's office was rather small but comfortable. It on y 
d ne chair, and he motioned for me to Sll in it. Bjorn hovered :hi~d the desk crosslegged . He must be a retired superhero. "I 
. t have some paperwork for you to go over here and put yer J~s ature on and then we'll go over the Superhero Code." That 
sign , .. . dh 
was all fun, mostly Slgnmg a lot of stuff and bemg ta l J ave to 
play by the rules, so to ~peak .. 
"What's your alms gomg to be, you know, your 
perhero name?" The lady issuing the licenses asked. 
su "Hell, ' don't know." ' thought for a whi le . "Mmm ... 
How about Superman?" 
"Sorry, that name's already copyrighted." 
"Well... How about... Punisher? That sounds kind of 
threatening." 
"It's been taken, too." 
"Hell, I don't know. How about Grende l?" 
"I don' t think you want that one. It's not copyrighted, 
but it's used by what we call a 'supervillain .'" 
"Damn it." I looked down at my sweater. It had myoid 
high school football number on it. "Zero. Has that been taken, 
too?" 
"Zero, huh?" she said unenthusiastically. "Zero it is. 
Smile for the camera ." 
My superhero license picture made me look like a doe in 
headlights. Real threatening. Bambi the Avenger. Great. 
I was now an offic ial superhero. Me, a scrawny 
twenty·one year old wi th a history of puking when I get too 
scared. And I didn't know whether to trust those guys who said I 
was totally invulnerable to injury. What if some big-assed alien 
came down to take over the planet and whooped me like a 
schoolgirl? Ah, well . A job's a job. 
"Hi, guys. Mind if I sit here?" 
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"No." 
"Go right ahead ." 
Smoky Ben's Restaurant was the local hangout for the 
superhero crowd. I only knew these people I was silting with 
because of seeing them on the news. I felt like this was my 
chance to get on my soapbox. Under normal circumstances I 
wouldn't take such a ballsy move, but I was mostly certain that if 
I criticized too much, r wouldn't get injured in a fistfighl. 
Hopefully. 
"You're that new guy. I heard about you. You,like 
can't be injured," Tiger-Man said . 
"Yeah, that's me," I said. 
Everybody introduced themselves, and I told them my 
name. 
"So, Zero, you got a sidekick yet?" Captain Kentucky 
asked me. 
"No, I really haven't thought about it," I said . l'laving a 
young boy in tights as a sidekick didn't senle well with me. I 
didn't tell Capta in Kentucky this, though. He had a 
fourteen-year-old sidekick named Skippy. 
"So, Zero, how'd you get you powers?" Tiger-Man 
asked me. 
"I got hit by a meteor. How 'bout you?" 
"I got bit by a radioactive tiger," Tiger-Man said . 
"A radioactive tiger? How in the world did that 
happen?" 
"Long story." 
"I like pudding," the Incredible Behemoth chimed in . 
He looked like a gray brick house with arms, and he's just about 
as smart as one. I heard he used to be a physici st before he was 
on the wrong end of a nuclear accident. 
Lad. 
"Lame-ass," Atlantic Lad mumbled at the Behemoth. 
"Er, what are your powers, anyway?" I asked Atlantic 
") can communicate telepathically with aq uatic life. 
Why do you ask?" 
"What good is that? 'Look out! He's summoned a 
mackerel!'" 
"Shut up, man!" 
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"Atlantic Lad's saved my bUll a few times," the Red 
Ranger said. 
"Ranger stupid! Shine red light on bad guys! 
()ooO ... Behemoth scared," the Incredible Behemoth said. 
Maybe he's pretty smart after all. 
"Up yours! It's a raybeam, anyway." 
"Oh, that's real threatening," one of the Wonder Twins 
said sarcastically. 
"Li ke you guys have room to talk . You can shapeshift 
and you change into stuff like an eagle and a bucket of water! ' 
What's up with that?" I asked . 
"We have limitations to our powers. I can only tum into 
simple inanimate objects, and Jan can only tum into animals," 
Jayce said. I think he's the male twin; I'm not sure. 
"Well , why don't YOll do something like turn into a 
kangaroo and a pair of cleats? Or at least a baboon with a 
machete." 
"God, I'm glad J got cool powers," Tiger-Man said . 
"Amen, brother," J said . 
At that moment, Megaton Girl burst through the door. 
She was beat up ad bleeding quite a bit. "YOli guys!" she 
panted. Everyone stopped and looked al her. 
"Good Lord, what happened?" Captain Kentucky asked. 
"Something landed just outside of town ! We all tried to 
stop it. A lot of us are badly injured, maybe dead. I know the 
Fantastic Five are dead ." 
"So?" Captain Kentucky said under hi s breath. "Who 
cares? They're assholes, any way." 
"What is it?" someone asked. 
"Dunno. It 's bigger than the Behemoth. Wearin' some 
kind of ann or, too. It just plowed us over." 
"Take it easy," Tiger-Man told Megaton Girl. 
"Someone call an ambu lance." We were all out of there. 
I remember watching Aliens in junior high . The Alien 
Quee~ gave me ni~hlmares for three nights straight. The movie 
The F~y gave me mghtmares for a week . This thing made them 
look like Care Bears in comparison. It was at least fifteen feet 
tall and looked like some kind of space ship walking upright. 
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I've seen army tanks less impenetrable than that gargantuan 
monstrosity. It definitely wasn't anything from this planet. 
It had ripped through the countryside and mowed a path 
of death and destruction through four city blocks before the 
other superheroes and I made it there. I froze when I saw it. 
Dead and injured people lay in its wake, most of which were 
superheroes. It was holding half of Mr. Elasto, who had been 
snapped in half like a rubber band. It dropped the dead 
superhero like a discarded toy. 
"Dear Lord," Tiger-Man muttered in astonishment. 
"What do we do? How do we stop it?" Captain 
Ken tucky asked, still in shock. 
The giant turned its massive head, or what looked like 
its head, toward us. It eyed us fo r a couple of seconds and 
charged likc a frenzied bull . The Incredible Bchcmoth sprinted 
at it at a spccd unimagi nable for someone that big. 
Unfortunately, this titan made him look like a midget. 
The Incredible Behemoth rammed him and bounced of. 
The thing picked up the GOO-pound humanoid, punched him in 
the head , and punted him football-sty le. The Behemoth landed 
on a taxi, visibly injured. He didn't move . 
"Any ideas now?" Tiger-Man asked. 
"Yeah," Captain Kentucky said. He threw his circular 
sh ield emblazoned with the emblem ofthc Kentucky State fl ag. 
The razor-sharp edge could cut through anything. Well, al most. 
It bounced off the beast and bent up like a cheap hubcap. 
"Uh,oh," Captain Kentucky said. Skippy looked scared 
to death . Captain Kentucky's shield should have cut the th ing to 
ribbons. 
The alien berserker picked up the broken shield in one 
massive hand and examined it. "Ptah," it said in a slightly 
annoyed lone. It Ihen reached down and backhanded both 
Captain Ken tucky and Skippy in one stroke. They both went 
sai ling into a deli window. 
"Maybe it can be reasoned with," Tiger-Man said. He 
then addressed the thing, "Hey, what's going on? Can't we 
work something out here?" 
"Ha, ha, ha," the thing bellowed. "Spiz-nlgnikt!" it 
thundered . 
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"So much for that idea," I said. "The thing doesn't even 
know English." It heard me say this. 
"Yes I do," it said. "I'll suck this planet dry." 
"Of course! He's heading straight for the power plant on 
Ihe olher side of the city," Tiger-Man said. 
"Thank you, Sherlock," the Red Ranger said. It Any clue 
how to stop it?" 
"No." 
Tiger-~an. ran swiftly around Ihe gargantuan, looking 
for a .weak spoll.n Its a~or. It had difficulty catching him, but 
Ihen Jllearne~ hIS t.ech~tque and grabbed him with lighlning 
speed. The ah~n ptlednved Tiger-Man inlo the roadway. 
Tiger-Man lay 111 Ihe depression he made in Ihc asphalt and 
twitched. 
The Wonder Twins look my advice to heart. 
Unfortunatcly, It was at the wrong time. "nley turned into a 
gorilla with a sledgehammer and ran at the abomination 
swinging wi ldly. The alien giant kicked thcm aside like 
someone kicks a stray mongrel dog. 
Red Ranger shol a laser from his ring at the alien. His 
aim was off, and the hillhe monstrosity in the groin. This 
pissed it off severely. II charged us and grabbed both Red 
Ranger and Atlantic Lad and banged them togelher. The thing 
then threw Ihe two unlucky heroes like ragdolls into a nearby 
alley. I was now the only superhero len. 
"You only one left," the extraterrestriallilan chuckled in 
broken English. I was scared to death, but I tried not to show it. 
"Bring it on, bilch," I taunted . 
"Rrraaagh! Tsplitchth!" 
"Same to ya'!" 
It charged me and kicked me with full force. I didn't 
move. h stopped and slared 011 me. It then hil me on top of the 
head . Nothing. "What?" Ihe al ien asked. 
I ~as feeling cocky now. "Come get some!" 
I Jumped on it and started flailing my amlS like a 
madman. I. just couldn't stop it. I punched , elbowed, kicked, 
and even bu, but to no avail. I jumped off of it and looked at the 
ugly creature as I contemplated what to do next. 
"His balls!" a voice yelled. 
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"What? Who said that?" I asked. 
"Punch him in the balls!" the Incredible Behemoth 
exclaimed. He was nursing a broken arm and was bleeding 
severely, but he was barely conscious enough to yell. I looked 
up at the alien. Of course! Red Ranger had hit it in the groin 
earlier with hi s ray. The thing's codpiece was barely hanging 
on. Some kind of material was visible underneath. I actually 
believed that the Incredible Behemoth was still at least part 
scientist after all . 
I pl anted my feet between the alien's legs and 
upperculted at its noogies with every fabric of my being. The 
big metal monstrosity fell over, sending seismic waves over Ihe 
surrounding city blocks. It didn't move . I approached with 
caution, but as far as I could tell, the thing was dead. "I don't 
even want to know what I just punched ," I said, looking at righl 
hand in disgust. 
The Incredible Behemoth hobbled over to it and spit 
blood on it. "Take da!. Punk." 
I still don't know how most of the superheroes survived. 
Sure, some were severely beaten, but the only real deaths were 
the Fantastic Five and Skippy. Captain Kentucky took it hard, 
but he had a new Skippy by the end of the week. Someone told 
me he's lost four Skippies previous to Skippy number five. 
"I'd like to congratulate you, rookie," Tiger-Man told 
me, his arm still bandaged. If it wasn't for you, we'd all be six 
feet under." 
"Thanks," I said, "but I was only doin' my job. By the 
way, did you find out anything aboullhat alien?" 
"Yeah, I went and saw the autopsy. It turns oul thai you 
hit it in its brain. The crotchpiece on its armor was to serve as 
its skull." 
"That's iron ic," I said. 
I felt in my niche now. I wasn't so oul of place as a 
superhero . I actua lly Ihin k I can get the hang of thi s superhero 
thi ng after all. Now I just have to decide whether or not to join 
the Revengers or take the Wonder Twins on as side kicks. Such 
diffi cult job dec isions. 
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